Summer 2021

CRHC Summer Newsletter
Welcome to the Summer 2021 CRHC Tenant Newsletter. If you would like to see something in the Newsletter next time
contact Kate Lambert klambert@crd.bc.ca 250 360 3376 with suggestions.
Enter to win one of 3 $25 gift cards. Simply email or call Kate with your answer and we will draw a winner in time for the
Fall Newsletter. The quiz question is, how many times (including this) does the word 'Summer' appear in the Newsletter.

BC's Restart Plan

BC's Restart Plan is in progress and we can look forward to services
and social activities reopening gradually with safety protocols in
place. Watch for notices and signs in common areas about the new
protocols that relate to housing. Click the link for details of the
Province's plan.

Summer and children
Read this online
If you would like to read this
Newsletter online, go to our
Tenant Updates page on the CRHC
website. There are other links to
explore including the new Tenant
Handbook!

Summer fire prevention
We love the Summer but this is the
time of year CRHC receive the most
complaints about smoking in
complexes with smoking tenancies.
Try to consider your neighbours. This
works both ways. Be considerate about
not making too much noise or smoke
but also, a little noise and smoke smell
(in buildings with smoking tenancies) is
to be expected. Use white noise or
natural odour neutralizers to help.
Citrus, cinnamon or even newspaper!

The winter has been tough on children with activities cancelled and
schools opening and closing with masks and distancing. Cohorts and
bubbles mean some children haven't seen friends in a long time.
Summer is a time when a lot of children want to get outside and
have fun. Understanding and empathy is needed all around.
Parents; understand that children may be struggling with different
expectations and a lack of social interaction. They may need more
supervision and close care than usual. Watch for anxiety, depression,
irritability, inattention and sleep disturbance. Parents can help by
keeping routines through the summer with scheduled food,
good sleep and regular exercise. Routine can be boring but it is
known to help children feel secure. Make sure to clean up toys in
common areas of the complex.
Neighbours; children can be noisy and, after such a quiet winter, that
may mean more disturbance. Hopefully life will gradually return to
normal but in the meantime, if children's play is dangerous or
destructive, please let us know. If it's just a bit annoying, you can
talk to the parents but be aware that children may be struggling at
the moment to cope.
CRHC; we have new leaflets about Unaccompanied Children. Pick one
up at Reception or call Jen 250 360 5672 to get one.

Complex Focus - Viewmont

Cats in complexes

The garden area at Viewmont is a riot of colour! Many tenants
made use of the seedlings and soil CRHC staff distributed.
Gardens have been a wonderful distraction from the things we
haven't been able to do recently. If you are interested in
gardening, keep an eye on the Newsletter for ideas.

Indoor cats are allowed in many complexes. CRHC will be
talking to many tenants about concerns with allowing their
cats outside. As well as being a breach of tenancy, cats affect
neighbours with allergies and feces being common
complaints. Keep kitty indoors. It's safer for cats and people!

Quiet enjoyment leaflet

Weird wellbeing tips

We have leaflets at reception about your right, and your
neighbour's right, to quiet enjoyment. This includes what
reasonable levels of smell and noise are and whose
responsibility it is to prevent unreasonable disturbance (hint;
it's everyone's). Or email Kate klambert@crd.bc.ca for a copy.

We all need some fun things to cheer us up. Try a few of
these to see if they work for you.
Live cameras of geological events. Iceland's volcanoes are
great! Try waterfalls or zoo cameras.
Go back in time and watch Bob Ross on YouTube. Sudoku,
jigsaws or puzzles can focus our minds in different ways. Try
one when you're feeling anxious to ground you. Watch
something cute. Our favourite here is this dog owner waking
up his dog who can't see or hear.

Dogs in complexes

CRHC only has two complexes where pet dogs are currently
being welcomed. CRHC does allow certified Service and Guide
dogs. Please ask us about certification requirements before
giving a home to a dog. There is a lot of misinformation and
misunderstanding about requirements.
Dogs need to be on leash and under your control at all times in
common areas. You need to clean up after your dog. Guest
dogs are not allowed on property no matter how briefly.

Learn something. You can learn Navajo or Latin on Duolingo
for free. Wikihow shows you everything from growing basil to
saving on the Hydro bill.
There are some wackier and weirder ones as well. ASMR is
autonomous sensory meridian response like a tingly scalp.
There are videos of people speaking or whispering online to
try. Some people find it relaxing. But it's definitely not to
everyone's taste!
And my personal favourite since we haven't been able to go
far is Random Street View a website which gives you a random
street view with one click. My last click was a rural road in the
mountains of Bhutan. Travel far and wide from your home!

Ask the staff; Jen Tessier
This Newsletter we ask staff about Tenant and
Community Engagement. Jen, Property Manager,
replies:
What is Tenant Engagement?
CRHC wants to support tenants in building a sense of
community in their complex. We know that knowing
your neighbours can increase tenant satisfaction,
increase tenants' sense of security, and lead to happier,
long-term tenants.
Do you have an idea on how to improve community at your complex?
Contact your Tenant and Community Engagement Property Manager. There are three of us: Jen Tessier, Kevin
O'Brien, and Mara Karlie. Check your "Who Do You Call" sheet to know which one to contact for your complex.
Examples of Tenant & Community Engagement activities include:
The City of Victoria Seedlings Program
Connect & Prepare workshops
Community Safety Audits
Garden Meetings
Halloween Parties
Tenant potlucks
As BC looks to lift more restrictions, we look forward to supporting tenants in more community events!

Seedlings and soil
Get Growing Victoria gave CRHC hundreds of seedlings to distribute to tenants. Kate, Mara and
Jen from Tenant Engagement spent a week driving them to their new homes. It was a lot of
work but well worth it to see the tenants and their gardens. Send photos of the harvest to
klambert@crd.bc.ca! To read more, go to Tenant Updates on the CRHC website and click this link
for Get Growing!
To help with the gardening project, Terry from Capital Iron gave us some discounted
soil to distribute. Tenants in 11 different complexes received soil plus we had some
for the common garden boxes. The team at CRHC is grateful not just for the soil but
also the help moving it.
And thanks to all the tenants making CRHC's complexes bright and beautiful and also
growing food and flowers for themselves and their families.

And there's more... City of Victoria is giving out some winter vegetable seedlings in late August and September.
To order, please contact Kate at 250 360 3376 or klambert@crd.bc.ca. Supplies are limited so it's first come-first
served. We have on order; cabbage, cauliflower, kohlrabi. chard, romaine and loose leaf lettuce, broccoli, kale,
mustard greens and parsley. All great to eat healthy and stay well over winter.

Be kind
Be calm
Be safe
Some COVID 19 FAQs for tenants:
Someone isn't wearing a mask in common
areas, what can CRHC do?
Answer:
CRHC doesn't enforce mask
mandates and at the moment masks are
strongly advised in common residential
housing not mandated.
OK, but they won't socially distance and I
asked them politely.
Refusing to socially distance and
approaching when asked not to could be
a loss of quiet enjoyment. Contact the
office if you are unsure how to deal with
this.
I've tested positive for COVID 19.
Of course follow the provincial guidance
and Island Health can inform you of your
responsibilities.
You can inform the
CRHC office if you would like as it helps us
better serve you and keep staff and you
safe.
CRHC keeps this information
confidential.

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!

If you need some support, Tenant Engagement (Jen,
Kate, Kevin and Mara) have been connecting tenants
with services through the pandemic. Here are some
contacts we have found most useful:
For safety concerns, welfare checks or serious
issues, you can call your non-emergency police. EComm has your local number, or you can look it up
online or call the office and ask. If it's an
emergency, call 911. If English is your second
language, you can just say "police" and your
language and they will get an interpreter. For
example, "police Mandarin" or "police
Somali". Live interpreters in 275 languages are
available 24/7.
For food resources, there are community centres
like Oaklands (250) 370-9101 or North Park or
there are food banks and meals. Check out this list
from The Greater Victoria Coalition to End
Homelessness.
Domestic violence and abuse has been increasing
recently. In an emergency call 911. VictimLink has
resources in 150 languages. Call or text 1-800563-0808 or email VictimLinkBC@bc211.ca There
is also Transition House (250) 385-6611. There
services are available 24 hours a day.
For seniors abuse or neglect concerns, you can call
the police or there is the Seniors Abuse and
Information Line or SAIL. Call: 604-437-1940 or toll
Free: 1-866-437-1940.
For concerns about children's abuse or neglect you
can call the police or contact MCFD 24/7 at 1-800663-9122.
If you have been affect by residential schools, The
Indian Residential School Survivors Society has
opened its support lines to provide counselling
services 24/7. Toll free across the province call
them at 1-800-721-0066.
Mental health has taken a toll recently. The
Canadian Mental Health Association has good
resources to start seeking help. Contact a doctor or
walk-in for concerns or call 911 if you are in danger
of self harm.
Addictions support is available through doctors and
also Island Health. 250-519-3485 for self
referral to addiction services. Call early in the day.
If you struggle with excess items or clutter and you
need support to deal with it contact The Hoarding
Education and action Team HEAT 250-361-0227

